
Chandra monitoring and trends analysis: status and lessonslearnedBradley D. Spitzbart, Sott J. Wolk, and Takashi IsobeSmithsonian Astrophysial Observatory, 60 Garden St., Cambridge, MA, USAABSTRACTThe Chandra X-Ray Observatory was launhed in July, 1999 and has yielded extraordinary sienti� results.Behind the senes, our Monitoring and Trends Analysis (MTA) approah has proven to be a valuable resourein providing telesope diagnosti information and analysis of sienti� data to aess Observatory performane.We have reated and maintain real-time monitoring and long-term trending tools. This paper will update our2002 SPIE paper on the design of the system and disuss lessons learned.Keywords: Chandra, trending, real-time systems, automation1. INTRODUCTIONThe ore MTA team onsists of three people with support from other Siene Operations Team (SOT) members,the Flight Operations Team (FOT), and Chandra X-ray Center Data Systems (CXCDS) programmers. Thegroup is harged with providing data, tools, and analysis to aess telesope performane as it a�ets the sienequality and eÆieny of the Observatory in onert with the engineers, instrument experts, and sientists. This isa unique program to augment the purely health and safety, subsystem-spei� approah of the FOT engineeringexperts.Setion 2 reviews and updates the MTA produts and servies. We have reated and maintain real-time mon-itoring tools apable of sending e-mail and pager alerts in the event of limit violations or unexpeted spaeraftstates deteted on any of 40 ritial parameters during 3 daily ontat periods. The real-time telemetry streamis formatted for easy aess through a web browser or wireless devie. We also are responsible for monitoringradiation data from other satellites (ACE, GOES) at all times. Eighty-two additional values are heked in nearreal-time inluding temperature and eletroni hard limits and variable instrument on�gurations versus plannedmodes. Finally, approximately 1,500 parameters are averaged on 5-minute intervals and databased. This SQLdatabase is used for long-term trending and is aessible to instrument and operations teams. A database ofpoint soure properties for use in PSF studies is under development.Setion 3 o�ers lessons learned. The Chandra MTA system is under onstant development to add apabilityand to respond to hanging spaeraft needs. Automation is essential for our small team to provide 24/7 overageand to maintain routine tasks. We borrow and reuse as muh ode as possible while developing new sripts,making version ontrol and proper programming a neessary overhead. Data and hardware bakup strategiesare also onsidered.Setion 4 o�ers ideas for future enhanements.Further author information: (Send orrespondene to B.D.S.)B.D.S.: E-mail: bspitzbart�fa.harvard.edu, Telephone: 1 617 496 7339S.J.W.: E-mail: swolk�fa.harvard.edu, Telephone: 1 617 496 7766T.I.: E-mail: tisobe�fa.harvard.edu, Telephone: 1 617 496 7335Copyright 2002 Soiety of Photo-Optial Instrumentation Engineers.This paper was published in Observatory Operations: Strategies, Proesses, and Systems. , David R. Silva; Rodger E.Doxsey, Editors, Proeedings of SPIE Vol. 6270, p. 627018, and is made available as an eletroni reprint with permissionof SPIE. One print or eletroni opy may be made for personal use only. Systemati or multiple reprodution, distributionto multiple loations via eletroni or other means, dupliation of any material in this paper for a fee or for ommerialpurposes, or modi�ation of the ontent of the paper are prohibited.



Figure 1. The real-time Chandra Snapshot browser.2. PRODUCTS AND SERVICESMost MTA produts are readily available on webpages, with, of ourse, some aess restrition and passwordprotetion in ertain areas. The homepage is http://x.harvard.edu/mta/sot.html. We also produe e-mailand pager alerts and wireless (WML) webpages. At this point, the primary tasks laid out before the mission beganhave been ompleted and are now maintained automatially when possible. In addition, the MTA databasesare implemented through Phase 2, although some bak-�lling is still required. Phase 3 will present real sienemetris as oppposed to the engineering metris arhived thus far. This inludes CTI measurements and emissionlines for individual observations.The majority of MTA time an now be spent on expanding the long-term trending o�erings in responseto life-limiting expetations and atual anomalies. Finally, we now have more time to reate larger, in-depthresearh projets about one every two months.2.1. Real-time DataThe Chandra Snapshot �, whih provides easy aess to the most relevant information from the most reenttelemetry. See �gure 1. The page is run using a dediated real-time feed and underlying Perl ode to formatthe ASCII output, limit hek, and olor ode partiular items of interest. Alerts are issued on limits violationsof the 10 most ritial metris. A ron job heks for new data and updates the values one per minute duringreal-time ontats. The CGI allows users to review \snapshots" from the past three days and inorporates thelatest non-spaeraft data suh as ephemeris and radiation environment information. We also provide a textonly version for faster aess from remote or dial-up onnetions. A more omprehensive, but less sophistiatedreal-time display of MSIDs was reated for the Flight Operations Team engineers y. Known as the State ofHealth, there are nine pages overing 1011 mnemonis. Pages exist for PCAD (aspet determination), CCDM(ommand and ontrol), EPS (eletrial power supply), Thermal, Propulsion, SIM/OTG (siene instrumentand transmission grating) Mehanisms, a on�guration summary, overall summary (top level), and a safe modesummary for quik assessments of telesope health. The design and implementation is similar to that of theSnapshot, with two dediated real-time feeds and nine parallel Perl sripts (one for eah page) updating everyminute during live ontats. There is only limited state heking on the top level and on�guration pages andno apability for browsing to earlier epohs.MTA is also responsible for monitoring the radiation environment at all times. In partiular, we gather ACE,GOES-11 (with GOES-8 and GOES-12 as bakup), and the Costello Kp index data from solar.se.noaa.gov.�http://x.harvard.edu/gi-gen/mta/Snap/snap.giyhttp://x.harvard.edu/gi-gen/mta/SOH/soh.html



An ACE P3 (112-187 keV) integrated uene greater than 3.6e8 partiles/m2/steradian/MeV within two hourstriggers a pager alert. We also now trak XMM Radiation Monitor values for eah orbit. Although the radiationenvironment has been mostly benign for the past year as solar minimum sets in, we have started a reord ofevery mission interruption in antiipation of the next solar max and other spaeraft anomalies z. As of April18, 2006, there are a total of 61 shutdowns aused by high radiation. Of those, 20 were ommanded manuallyfrom the ground as a preaution, while 41 were triggered autonomously on-board. The number of autonomoustrips aused by the EPHIN hannels E1300 (2.64 { 6.18 MeV) and P4GM (5.0 { 8.3 MeV) are respetively 30and 11. None have been aused by the P41GM (41 { 53 MeV) hannel alone.2.2. Stored DataChandra stores siene and engineering data onboard and downloads it to Earth during eah ontat. Thisdumped data is pakaged and reeived from the Ground Operations Team, usually within 2 hours of the endof the ontat. The dump is automatially proessed by a Perl sript. The values are reviewed and omparedagainst expeted, as-planned values and operational limits using output produts from mission planning and alimits database. When violations are found, e-mails and pages are direted as appropriate. We now monitor83 mnemonis in this manner, with more being added as required. In addition, transmission grating moves andsiene instrument moves are aptured at this stage and reported on their own web pages. Finally, several ASCIIdatabases are reated to supplement the SQL databases used in long-term trending and speial reports.The CXCDS standard data proessing pipeline ontinues to produe, on a daily basis, MTA webpages showingquiklook data on siene and CTI observations and limit violations on engineering metris. The outputs of thesepipelines serve as the inputs in reating the SQL databases.2.3. Long-term TrendingThe �ve minute average and standard deviation is omputed for eah monitored mnemoni and ingested intoan SQL database.1, 2 Currently there are 48 tables ontaining about 1500 olumns, divided by subsystem. Anadditional 24 tables with 500 olumns are slated for future phases. These higher order tables will apture keysiene data suh as emission line detetions and point soure harateristis.Extrating values from the MTA databases, we provide plots and statistis for all the monitored metris(MSIDs). Three iterations are performed on eah metri: �ve minute average values, daily minimum values, anddaily maximum values. The system attempts to predit the next six months' behavior by estimating a �rst andseond derivative. The �rst derivative is simply a �rst order (linear) �t to the data. The seond derivative isa �rst order �t to the slopes between smoothed data points. Past, urrent, or predited future limit violationsare highlighted with a green-yellow-red olor sheme. Figure 2 shows an example of the trend page output. Asubsystem is run eah night, to yle the omplete list eah week.The latest strategy in our trending attempts is to de�ne operational envelopes for eah metri MSID. Wealulate a moving average and note the extrema, minimum and maximum value in eah boxar. The minimumand maximums are then �t with an n{th degree polynomial. In the �gure, we have used 1 month boxars with a6{th degree polynomial on the left and 10 degree boxes with a 4{th degree �t on the right. The goal is to betterdesribe the atual as-own data to make the identi�ation of urrent or future limit violations more apparentand automati. It may be best to use a linear �t on the past 1 to 2 years for the best preditions. This is workunder development.The exibility of the web, Perl, and IDL, and the easy aess to MTA data allows for the timely reation andpresentation of ustomized studies alled for by various teams based on urrent spaeraft needs or anomalies.Many of these investigations have beome new monitoring and trending tasks with the addition of automatedsripts and ron jobs. A few examples of the types of ustomized studies we have done are: traking ACISorner pixel, rejeted events, and bad pixel trends, timing, position, and voltage requirements for eah HETGand LETG insertion and retration, and PCAD gyro drift rates. Sine last reported, studies of the SIM twist,FID light drift, and IRU bias have been added.zhttp://x.harvard.edu/mta days/mta interrupt/time order.html



Figure 2. Examples of trending plots from the ACIS subsystem. The IDL ode permits plots of MSID versus time (left)or MSID versus another MSID (right). The top panel in eah shows the 5-minute averaged data, a linear �t line, anda smoothed urve. The top and bottom blue lines are the envelopes (see set. 2.3). The bottom panels show the slopesbetween adjaent points on the smoothed urve and a linear �t, that is the seond derivative. The data points in theright-hand plot are olor-oded by date in the eletroni version. Blue points are the earliest, from 1999; red are the mostreent, from 2006.2.4. Speial ReportsThe MTA team presents both weekly and monthly reports. The weekly reports fous on limit violations, ob-servations ompleted, foal plane temperature, and the general health and safety of the vehile. The monthlyreport is more in-depth, looking at monthly and year-to-date or past year trends.In addition we have reently started undertaking in-depth studies of some fators to be presented in memoformat. Highlights of a reent study on the HETG energy resolution are shown in Appendix A and on the MTAwebsite. 3. LESSONS LEARNEDA ommon ompliation for many groups is dealing with di�erent types of data, input formats, programminglanguages, and output requirements. Our basi priority is often to aomplish the easiest tasks �rst over themost ritial. This sheme makes sense at the beginning of a mission when most of the laid out objetives havenearly the same ritiality. Everything has to be done as soon as possible. At this stage in Chandra's life wemay be later than desired in shifting this paradigm to avoid only working on projets that an be done in daysand never getting to month-long e�orts. Following are our lessons learned for overoming these problems.We strive to redue the human workload as muh as possible, redireting the available resoures to newdevelopment. Automation is essential. We rely heavily on the UNIX time daemon (ron) to autonomouslyrun jobs at various times of the day, updating data �les and web pages and monitoring proessing status andtelemetry. MTA's rontab onsists of nearly 100 periodi tasks. Most of these jobs require some type of wathdog.Some just write out a log�le. Others atively alert an operator if there is a failure. In the ase of the real-timesystem, the most sophistiated wathdogs failover to an independent data ow on another omputer. There areseveral indiators of failure to spark an alert. For example, input data has not updated for a ertain amount oftime, or has updated in one plae but another. We also hek that the orret output �les or plots are reatedat the end of eah ron instantiation. There are several jobs in whih we have not been able to eliminate manualsteps. Extended soures must be removed from Siene Instrument Bakground analysis, Hot pixels, osmi rayhits, and pileup must by onsidered by a human in total dose alulations, radiation interruptions are enteredby hand, and the zero order loation is determined by visual inspetion in gratings analysis.



At SAO and the OCC, we are blessed with dediated 24-hour systems personnel to servie �leservers, web-servers, printers, et. However, there are several bakup tehniques employed for data and proessing. All ofthe real-time pages are mirrored on two independent servers. The pages are reated from separate data streamsproessed on two di�erent mahines. The software features automati failovers of the Snapshot inluding alerts.By default, the bakup Snapshot ode is responsible for issuing alerts. When data is seen owing on the primaryserver, ontrol of alerts is transfered via semaphore to the primary side. At one point we went so far as to setup a Yahoo group as a platform to get messages and data out in an extreme risis. This has never been usedand quikly went inative. The biggest problem with the many data streams and bakup shemes is keepingdoumentation up-to-date. In some ases only one person may have the intimate knowledge of the inner workingswith little urrent doumentation. The use of easily updated webpages helps some. Keeping odes under versionontrol provides built-in doumentation.Most of the MTA sripts had been maintained individually by the ode's author. About two years ago wedetermined to move toward a version ontrol system to better trak hanges and allow multiple or new employeesunderstand and modify the ode. For this task, CVS x was hosen beause it is open-soure, in wide-spreaduse and simple. Up to this point, only its basi utilities, suh as hekout, add, ommit, and log have beenneeded. We use Make�les and the gmake utility to install upgrades and to ensure that redundant odes reeivethe same updates with appropriate modi�ations to path names, IP addresses, et. We strive to use environmentvariables and soft links in plae of hard-oded paths and �lenames. This has been the most time-onsuming andfrustrating part of the onversion. Usually, our software yle begins by testing an idea as quikly and simplyas possible and evolving the program from there. There is no lear transition from one phase to the other anddevelopment goes bak and forth from testing to oding. Therefore, it is imperative to begin the testing phasein good programming style, with plenty of omments inluded. Having never worked in this environment, thetransition has not been easy for the team. While all new projets are reated under this proedure, some legayode remains unbound. We would reommend implementing these types of professional programming tehniquesas early as possible.Unlike the ight software teams and data proessing teams, MTA software is not subjet to any review orapproval proess. This allows for faster, more exible development. Muh of our work is exploratory withoutde�ned methods from whih to write formal spei�ations at the onset. We also are allowed to make hangeson the y to suit temporary or ontingeny plans. This arrangement has generally been agreeable, but somede�ienies are noted. We have not set up a good, robust o�-line testing environment. When ode hanges aremade they are often installed diretly as the live programs. This has espeially been a problem for programsthat send e-mail and pager alerts and has resulted in several false alerts.4. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTSThe MTA e�ort has been suessful in setting up its primary funtioning, reating extensive databases, andexpanding with the needs of the mission. Many new tasks are under development.Due to the ompliated, dynami thermal evolution of the spaeraft we seek better HRMA/OBA Thermalvisualization. Along these lines, we need a better understanding of the on-board heater duty yles. There is oneknown inonsequential stuk-on heater. Some others have been suspeted, but exonerated after a painstakinge�ort.We already use the Flight Operations Team's Matlab tools to alulate Earth angles and predited EPHINtemperatures, but seek a more seamless and automated integration. The IFOT system is another asset to beintegrated, espeially for the omparison and veri�ation of expeted versus atual ight behaviors. (See D.Shropshire, this volume, for a full disussion of the Matlab and IFOT tools.)A huge advane will be to expand and automate our extreme values database. This database holds themaximum and minimum violations throughout the mission. This task inludes automating the generation of thedaily limit violation table that appears in the weekly report. Likewise, we have an idea to detet bad telemetryby looking for short (1 or 2 sample) limit violations. A ouple of orruptions have passed the FOT and heksumveri�ations during the mission.xhttp://www.nongnu.org/vs



There are several proessing metris that ould beome part of the MTA suite. There is a general senseof the lateny required to reeive dump data, run the MTA pipes, and populate the databases, but no hardstatistis. The OPS team keeps some of this data. We an add run times for our sripts. We urrently measuredisk spae one daily and send an e-mail to the MTA team if apaity is 90% or higher. We an improve thetraking of disk spae and CPU usage at various times of the day and night to predit short-term problems, tomore ost-eÆiently antiipate purhases for upgrades and to guide future missions on needs. We urrently keeptrak of any alerts generated by saving the e-mails to a folder. It would be better to log them automatially inan unenumbered and searhable format.The entire Siene Operations Team is aware of the need for disaster preparedness. The ritial MTA softwareis quite portable and an be run remotely. We will onsider and drill for senarios in whih we are fored toquikly hange loations, operate remotely, or shutdown and \safe" the system temporarily. This preparationneed not apply only to news breaking events. The leased Chandra Operations Control Center spae has su�eredoasional power outages, mostly planned, due to major onstrution on the building it is housed in. These arelargely a non-event as all operations mahines are onneted to a generator driven uninterruptible power supply.5. CONCLUSIONSMonitoring and Trends Analysis by a Siene Operations Team is a novel approah that has proven to bebene�ial. The fous of the group on the entire vehile allows an unique perspetive on orrelations betweensubsystems to ensure the highest quality siene output possible. In fat, we have evolved through the monitoringand trending tasks and are now onentrating on using the framework for detailed analysis while maintainingour ore duties. We hope that our design tips and lessons learned are useful on other missions.APPENDIX A. E/�E ENERGY RESOLUTION TRENDWe olleted E/�E data of several emission lines from all grating observations. The lines used are 0.825 keV,1.022 keV, and 1.472 keV for ACIS-S HETG, 0.653 keV, 0.825 keV, 1.022 keV, and 1.472 keV for ACIS-S METG,and 0.653 keV, 0.825 keV, and 1.022 keV for HRC-S LETG.Statistis are omputed by a weighted linear least square �t, and a robust �t. To remove the outliers, we�rst ompute an mean and a standard deviation of E/�E values, seleted data inside of two sigma deviationfrom the mean. We also dropped data DOM < 100, sine the SIM is not at a �xed position yet. The Student'st-probabilities are also omputed on these limited data sets. Although some trends seem mildly signi�ant bythe weight least square �t, the results by the robust �t or Student's t-probabilities tell us otherwise. Note, therobust �t annot utilize the errors in E/�E value, and also annot give a formal error for slopes.Figure 3 shows ACIS-S/HETG E/�E trends. The red lines are omputed by weighted least square method,and green lines are omputed by robust �ts as desribed above. All data points inluding outliers are plotted,even though they are not used to ompute trending lines. Although some of the plots seem to have muh lesssattering and smaller error bars, plotting ranges of E/�E are signi�antly di�erent from one plot to the other,and satter is not muh di�erent.We examined whether OBA/HRMA temperature shift a�ets E/�E of observations. The line used in thismemo is 1.022 keV line, sine all HETG, METG, and LETG observations have the line. The temperature dataare olleted from MTA data seeker database, and the temperature values used are those of the beginning of theobservations. There are several ases we ould not �nd a orresponding temperature data due to gaps in thedatabase. There are also the ases in whih reorded temperatures are onstant for the entire range. In theseases, we did not plot the relationship (many HRMA temperatures fall into this ase).Although there are a few ases whih appear to have a weak orrelation between the E/�E and the tempera-ture (an example), in general, the OBA/HRMA temperatures do not a�et the E/�E values, even among thoselose to the gratings (a statistial signi�ant level is 80% or above for a null hypothesis).Figure 4 shows ACIS/HETG observations and OBA temperature relations on top. The bottom plot arethose with HRMA temperature. The �tted lines are omputed by robust linear regression method. Note thatthe plotting ranges are very di�erent from one plot to the other, and di�erenes in the sizes of the error bars,and the inlines of the slopes are mainly due to the di�erenes in the plotting ranges.
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Figure 3. ACIS-S/HETG E/�E



Figure 4. ACIS-S/HETG E/�E versus OBA average temperature (top) and versus HRMA average temperature (bot-tom).


